
Every retail business needs a complete 360 degree view of its
operations. With iVend Retail integrated to QuickBooks Desktop,

even the smallest store can achieve that!

A COMPLETE OMNICHANNEL RETAIL MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION FOR EVEN THE SMALLEST STORE



iVend Retail is the leading out-of-the box omnichannel
platform for end-to-end retail management.

Get the ease of greater control in its simplest form at your fingertips with an integrated retail platform that 
automates your business’s inventory, sales, customer and financial data. Make the days of tedious manual 
data entry a thing of the past by addressing all customer touchpoints with minimal manual intervention and 
deliver a shopping experience that is mobile, digital and global. 

iVend Retail offers direct integration to QuickBooks Desktop, allowing your POS and accounting software to 
seamlessly share and synchronise data.

• Eliminate manual entry, work from, and maintain, a single database
• Match credit card payments
• Sync customers and their balances
• Access to reliable, up-to-date information at the point of customer service
• Provide up-to-date inventory and stock information 
• Provide valuable sales information, and detailed reports 

Integrated terminal and mobile Point of Sale and accounting systems enables 
retailers to:

Account Customers (Non-Loyalty)

Payment Settings

Customer Information

Payment Types

Point of Sale Transactions: Special Orders,
Sales, Sale Refunds, Sale Exchange,
Advance Payment, Gift Certificate and Coupons

Expenses

Cash Up and Cash Up Variances

Stock Transfers: Shipment, Receipt

Inventory Counting

    DATA SYNCHRONISATION

Tax Settings

Chart of Accounts Goods Receipt / Issue

Data created in QuickBooks: Data created in iVend Retail:
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Point of Sale (POS) 
Turning The Point Of Sale Into A Point Of Service

Time is a shopper’s most valuable currency, and iVend POS delivers a fast, 
dependable Point of Sale application for quick and convenient customer 
transactions. Trusted by thousands of retailers in 85+ countries, iVend POS offers 
the choice of a touch-screen interface or easy-to-use keyboard, with minimal 
associate training required. 

iVend POS enables retailers to maximize sales, gross margin and profits by 
achieving every possible sale using inventory anywhere in the retailer’s network, 
even when it is a long way from the customer, maximizing customer satisfaction 
at the same time. The solution supports every possible customer path through 
the retailer’s “system” with totally consistent approaches to promotions, 
customer returns and exchanges, earning and redemption of loyalty rewards, use 
of gift cards and electronic coupons.

Features include:
• Flexible configuration that’s easy to implement globally
• Complete inventory visibility at the POS
• Payment processing with country-specific, integrated payment systems
• Customizable promotions execution and gift card functionality
• Online or offline functionality; not dependent on an internet connection

Mobile Point of Sale (mPOS)
Taking Service Directly To The Customer

Providing superior in-store experiences means making shopping as flexible and 
simple as online shopping. This means stepping away from a fixed checkout and 
serving shoppers wherever they are. iVend mPOS is a fully functional Mobile POS 
running on iOS or Android platforms that enriches consumer interactions by 
giving store associates immediate access to all core point of sale and customer 
service functionality. This means shoppers can be helped wherever they are in 
the store either by answering their questions about products and stock levels or 
by processing their transactions quickly and efficiently.

iVend mPOS can connect to a store server or to the enterprise server via the 
internet and can be configured for use outside the confines of the physical store 
and is ideal for pop-up stores or events such as markets, fairs and exhibitions.

Features include:
• iVend mPOS helps retailers reduce IT infrastructure costs for faster business 
expansion
• Works both in online and offline mode
• Shorten lines at the till during peak times, to help reduce abandoned 
purchases
• Access product and inventory information, product information and customer 
data
• Take service to your customer, not vice versa

The iVend Retail and QuickBooks integrated solution offering includes:


